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ABSTRACT 
This paper explores the pa&c analogues of the matrix valued triangle inequality 
and the matrix valued norm inequality. 
The study of inequalities constitutes one of the most fascinating and rich 
corners of mathematics. In particular, large parts of linear algebra center 
around inequalities, a recent discovery [lo] being a class of matrix valued 
inequalities that includes a matrix valued version of the triangle inequality. 
Specifically, if A is a square matrix over the complex field, define its matrix 
absolute value ]A] to be the diagonal matrix in which the diagonal entries are 
the singular values of A, listed in order of decreasing size. Then, if B is also a 
square matrix, of the same size as A, we have 
]A + BI < UjAIU* +V]B]V* (1) 
for suitably chosen unitary matrices U, V dependent on A and B. Here U * is 
the conjugate transpose of U, and the inequality sign signifies that the 
difference between the right and left hand sides is positive semidefinite 
Hermitian. Without the presence of the unitaries li and V, the inequality (1) 
generally is false, as easy 2 X 2 examples show. The inequality (1) is the matrix 
valued triangle inequality; it provides a natural generalization to matrices of 
the classical triangle inequality for complex scalars. Furthermore, it can be 
shown to be valid for matrices with quatemion entries [13], where it offers an 
equally natural generalization of the triangle inequality for quaternions. 
Now, it is well known in number theory that valuations other than the 
usual absolute value play central roles. These are the p-adic valuations 1 Ip, 
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defined for scalars in a p-adic number and taking nonnegative real values. For 
a clean presentation of this topic, see [7], or, at a much lower level, [8]. These 
valuations are non-Archimedean, i.e., satisfy a strong form of the triangle 
inequality 
la + bl, G m41alpJ lblp) G Ialp + P-4,. 
An obvious question, in view of the matrix version of the classical triangle 
inequality, is whether there is a matrix version of the p-adic triangle in- 
equality. It will be shown below that this is the case, the role of singular 
values being taken over by invariant factors. The proof will rely on the 
inequalities known to connect invariant factors of matrices with those of 
submatrices. A second, and just as obvious, question is to consider matrix 
versions of the multiplicative rule labi p = Ia I p lb1 ,,. Here, using reasonably 
elementary arguments, a theorem will be established, then a much sharper 
version of it described that appears to require tools of considerably greater 
depth. Finally, throughout the paper there will be counterexamples to some 
natural conjectures. 
The context within which we shall work is the following: let R, be a 
principal ideal domain with a unique maximal ideal (p), and let F be its field 
of fractions. Standard examples of this situation are: R, the ring of integers of 
a local field of number theory; or R any principal ideal domain with field of 
fractions F, and R, all elements of F with denominator prime to p. Any 
nonzero element (Y of F has the form (Y = p”u where u is a unit in R, and e 
is an integer uniquely specified by (Y. Let p be a fixed real number with 
0 < p < 1. Then the p-adic valuation I Ip is defined by IalP = p’ and 101~ = 0. 
(Canonical choices are often made for p, but won’t be needed here.) 
We now proceed to generalize from scalars to matrices, and define IAl p 
for A a square matrix with elements in F. The Smith canonical form theorem 
for matrices assures the existence of matrices U, V with elements in R, and 
unit determinants such that A = UDV, where D is a diagonal matrix with 
diagonal entries of the form p” (or zero). These diagonal entries are the 
invariant factors of A, and as usual we may take them in order of increasing 
integral exponents, i.e., 
D = diag(p”l, pe2,...,pevz) with e,<e,< ... <e,. 
This matrix D is uniquely specified by A, under the convention that a zero 
diagonal element corresponds to an exponent e of + 00. We now define the 
p-adic absolute value of the matrix A by 
1 Alp = diag( pel, p”z,. . . , pega), 
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with, of course, pm = 0. Then 1 A], is a nonnegative real symmetric matrix. 
Next, we define the “max” operation for matrices. Let B, with entries in F, 
be of the same size as A, and let pfi, pf2 ,..., pf;,, f, < f, < . . . < f,, be the 
invariant factors of B. Take t, < . . . < t,, to be the integers 
e,, e2,. . . , e,, f,, fi, . . . , L arranged in nondecreasing order. Then define 
max( IAlP, ]B],) = diag( pfl, ~‘2,. . . , p’“). 
That is, we select the largest n of the singular values of ] Alp, ]Blp for use as 
the singular values of the max( . , e). N ow we are ready to state our first result, 
the p-adic version of the matrix triangle inequality. 
THEOREM 1. For matrices A, B over F we have 
IA + BI, G max(IAl,, IRIp) < UIAlpU* + VlBl,V*, 
for appropriately chosen real orthogonal matrices U, V. (In fact, U, V can be 
chosen to be permutation matrices.) 
Proof. We have A = U,DV, and B = U,AV, where U,, V,, U,, V, are 
unimodular, D = diag( ~~1,. . . , pen ), A = diag( p fi, . . . , pL1). Then A + B is the 
leading n x n submatrix in the 2n-square matrix 
[“tB :I=[; yq[‘: :I[; ;I. 
On the right here, the first and third matrices are unimodular, and the second 
has invariant factors ~“1,. . . , p’zn. Let pgl,. . . , ~~‘8, g, < . . . < g,, be the 
invariant factors of A + B. Then the inequalities relating invariant factors of 
matrices and submatrices (Chatelet’s theorem, rediscovered by Thompson 
[ 1 l] and Marques de Sa [6]) imply that 
t, G g,, t,Gg,,..., 
Hence 
t, G g,. 
]A+B],=diag(pgl,...,pgn)<diag(p”l,...,p’n) 
= mdlAlp7 PIP>. 
Among t,, . . . , t,, let e,, . . . , ek (only) appear, as terms numbered 
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and let f,, . . . , f,_ k (only) appear, as terms numbered r(l), . . . , T( n - k); here 
u and rarepermutationsof l,...,n,witha(k+l)=r(I),..., a(n)=r(n- 
k), o(l)=~(n-k+l),..., u(k) = r(n). For fixed j, 1 < j < n, we then have 
j = u(i) = r( i’) for some integers t and i’, and then 
since one of the two exponents on the right hand side is tj. As j runs over 
1 ,..., n, so also do i = u-‘(j) and i’ = rP ‘( j). Therefore, the diagonal matrix 
with pea in the jth diagonal position has the form Udiag( ~“1,. . , ~“11) U t for 
some permutation matrix U. Similarly the diagonal matrix with p f;’ in the j th 
diagonal position equals Vdiag( p fi, . . . , pA)V’ with V a permutation matrix. 
But then 
and this completes the proof. n 
We must ask whether the matrices U, V are needed. That is, is it true that 
IA + BI, =G IAlp + PI,? 
REMARK. The inequality IA + BI, < 1 Alp + lBlp is not generally valid. 
Proof. It suffices to exhibit a 2 ~2 example. Let T be a large positive 
integer, and take 
A=[: pbl, I?=[!1 -Ir]. 
Then cl = 0, e2 = T, fl = 0, fi = T, g, = 0, g, = 0. The inequab IA + Bl, G 
IAlp + lBlp would amount to 
which for fixed p is false for large enough r. n 
It is well known that a p-adic valuation ( lp satisfies the principle of 
domination, namely Ja + bl, = lalp if lalp > lbl,. There is a similar matrix 
version. If IAlp > UIBI,U’ for all real orthogonal U, then IA + BI, = IAlp = 
maxWl,, PI,>. 
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Proof. The hypothesis implies that t, = e,, . . . , t, = e,, t, + 1 = fi,. . . , 
t = f,. Each i-square minor in A + B equals a corresponding minor in A 
I%S terms f xy where x is a minor of A and y a minor of B. Determinantal 
divisor theory and the principle of domination for scalars now imply that A 
and A + B have the same determinantal divisors and therefore the same 
invariant factors. Hence (Al, = IA + BI, = max(JAl,, lB1,). n 
We note that the principle of domination is false for matrices if it is 
merely assumed that 1 Alp > JB) p. Indeed, if 
A=[:, ,:I> II= [; _,::,3) 
then e,=O, e,=2, fr=l, fs=3, g,=O, g,=3, so that lAlp>\BIP, yet 
IA + BI, + maxWl,, PI,> ad IA + BI, + IAlp- 
Next, we turn to multiplicative versions. A valuation I lp satisfies labl, = 
lal,lbl,. It is of interest to ask whether this generalizes to matrices in the form 
lABI, G I4,Iqv 
The two 2 x 2 matrices A, B displayed following the remark above provide 
counterexamples, and in fact show that 
WI, G WV,I$P* 
(for some unitary U, dependent on A and B) is a false assertion. However, it 
is perhaps possible that if we permute the diagonal elements of (Al, or I B(, a 
valid inequality would be obtained. Let IBlL denote 1 BI p with its diagonal 
element rearranged. Then we might conjecture that 
for some appropriate rearrangement 
some unitary matrix U dependent on 
counterexample being provided by 
of the diagonal elements of IBI p, and 
A and B. This, however, is also false, a 
for large enough r. 
In spite of these counterexamples, there is a valid multiplicative theorem 
having a relatively straightforward proof. 
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THEOREM 2. Let A, B be n x n matrices over F. Then 
for appropriately chosen unitary matrices U, dependent on A and B. 
Proof. Let the invariant factors of A, B, C = AB be 
P e1,..., en. p ) pfi )...) pL,; PPl)..., pg”, 
respectively, where e, < . . . Q e,, f, < . . . < f,, g, < . . . < g,. It is known 
[l] and easy to prove by determinantal divisors that g 1 + . . . + g, 2 e, 
+ . . . + e, + f, + . . . + A, 1~ i Q n. (Indeed, much more than this is known 
[9]; the above is sufficient for our purposes.) By determinants, equality holds 
for i = n. Thus [5] the column vector (g,, . . . , g,)T is a convex combination of 
vectors (e,(,, + fO(lj9es +, e,,,, + fO(,j)T as u ranges over permutations of 
1 ,*.*> n. Let numbers (3, be the weights in this convex combination. Set 
T(X) = ox for x > 0. Then function q(x) is decreasing and convex, and so, for 
fixed j, 1 < j < n, we have the following well-known type of calculation: 
i 
= C T(ei + A)- 
i=l 
This implies that the weak dominance relation 
is satisfied. 
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Now there exist real numbers h, > . . . >, h, with pgl < hi, 1 < i < n, such 
that the strong dominance relation (h,, . . . , h,) < (p”l’fi,. . . , p”rl+Al) is satis- 
fied. Therefore, a unitary matrix U exists such that the Hermitian matrix 
H = U&ag( p”‘+fi, . . . , p’*~+~~) L’* 
has diagonal elements h,, . . . , h,. Let D = diag( 1, 5, 12,. . . , {” - ‘), where 5 is a 
primitive nth root of unity. Set Uj = DjU, 1~ j < n. Then 
since the right hand side equals diag(h,, . . . , h,). This completes the proof. n 
A good problem is to find the shortest convex combination of terms 
Ui]A]P]B]PL:* that exceeds ]AB(,. We now outline a proof that two terms 
suffice, and even more precisely: 
CONJECTURE 3. Unitary matrices U and V, dependent on A and V, exist 
such that 
W-4, G fr{ WV,l$P* +W$,l$Y* >. 
This theorem is labeled a conjecture because we shall give a detailed proof 
only in the 3 x 3 case (Theorem 2 establishes it in the 1 X 1 and 2 X 2 cases). 
However, this proof indicates the principal steps of a proof in the general 
case. Moreover, there appear to be no obstacles incapable of being surmounted 
to producing a general case proof along these lines. Nevertheless, the author 
has not yet attempted a general case proof along the suggested lines because 
he suspects the existence of an easier, direct argument, almost certainly 
involving convexity, that he has overlooked but not found in spite of many 
attempts. 
The following two facts [9, 41 will be used, with only the necessity part of 
the first and the sufficiency part of the second actually needed. 
(I) Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 3 ~3 RP- 
matrices A, B, C = AB with prescribed invariant factors 
pel, ~“2, pe.’ for A, el G e2 < e3, 
pfl,pfz,pf3 for& fiGfiG_& 
pgl, pg*, pg3 for C, g,~g,~g,, 
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are 
e, + h G g1, e,+e,+h+ fiGgl+gz, 
el+f,Gg2, e,+ e2 + h + A Q gl+ g3, 
e2+fiGg2, el+e3+h+&Ggl+g3, 
el+f,Gg3, e,+e,+f,+f,G g2+g3, 
e2 + fiG g,3, e2+ e,+f,+f,G g2+g3, 
e3+ fiGg3, el+e3+h+f,G g2+g3, 
e, + e2 + e3 + fi + f2 + f3 = gl + g2 + g3. (2) 
(II) Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of 3 X3 real 
symmetric matrices A, B, C = A + B with prescribed eigenvalues 
respectively, are 
Y2G”l+P2> y1+ y3 =s a1 + a2 + P1+ P3’ 
Yz G a2 + Pl? y1+ y3 Q a1 + ‘y3 + P1+ P2) 
y3Gq+P3, y2 + y3 G a1 + a2 + P2 + P3> 
Y3Gaz+P2> y2 + y3 < a2 + a3 + P1+ P2T 
y3<a3+/31, y2+y3<al+a3+P1+&, 
y1 + y2 + y3 = a1 + a2 + a3 + P1+ P2 + P3. (3) 
The plan of the proof is to show that if exponents 
e,, e2, e3, fl, f2, f3, g,, g,, g, satisfy the inequalities (2) then the inequalities 
(3) will be satisfied when 
cxi=$f~+f;=pi, yi=p, l<i<3, (4) 
except that the last condition (3) has the form yl + y2 + y3 < al + a2 + (~3 + 
Pl + p2 + p3. It will then be possible to replace the yi with larger values Y(, 
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i.e., Y, < y/, in such a way that all conditions i3)hold for oli, pi, and vi. This 
will imply that real symmetric matrices A, B, C exist such that A has the 
spectrum of fl~l~l~~,, as does b, and I ABI p f 6 = d + h. But then 
where U and V are real orthogonal. 
The proof that (2) implies (3) [with < in the last relation (3)], with the 
ei, /3,, yi as in (4) is relatively straightforward and is omitted. We merely 
remark that each of the thirteen inequalities is examined in a case by case 
analysis, using the convexity and decreasing properties of the function 
q(x) = p’. Some of the details, however, are delicate. 
It is quite possible that an argument as intricate as the above is not at all 
needed to prove the result in general. There may be a short proof, occupying 
just a few lines. But no one has found it, in spite of a number of attempts, 
since the public announcement of the conjecture by the author at the 1980 
Auburn, Alabama, conference on matrix theory. 
It is to be emphasized that the above sketch of a proof in the 3 X 3 case 
should be viewed as a proof of the general case, modulo the need to do a case 
by case analysis of the inequalities, owing to the following two facts: 
(a) The necessary conditions (a large family of divisibility formulas with 
Littlewood-Richardson sequences as subscripts) for the existence of matrices 
A, B, C = AB with entries in a principal ideal domain are known, with a full 
proof. The proof appears in [9] and is based on earlier work of T. Klein [3]. 
(b) B. V. Lidskii has announced [4] that he has solved Horn’s problem of 
characterizing the eigenvalues of a sum of Hermitian matrices. The suffi- 
ciency part of Lidskii’s claim is needed for our problem. 
A natural property of a norm acting on matrices is that a submatrix should 
have a smaller norm than the matrix containing it. That it is so is an 
immediate consequence of Chatelet’s formulas, so that we have: If 
then ]diag( A, O)I, < 1 BI,. However, not every result of this type is valid: the 
following conjecture, reasonable in view of the results in [lo], does not hold. 
Let matrix A have diagonal elements d i, . . . , d n, and conjecture that 
Idiag(d,,...,d,)l p < 1 5 72 U,lAl,U,* 
1=1 
(5) 
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for appropriately chosen unitary matrices Vi dependent on A. A counterex- 
ample is obtained by letting A have each entry equal to one. Then the 
invariant factors of A are l,O,O,. . . ,O, and those of diag(d,, . . . , d,,) are 
l,l,..., 1. By traces, (5) is then easily seen to be false, the right hand side 
trace being 1 and the left hand side n. This argument shows that (5) is false 
even when the right hand side is replaced with any convex combination of 
terms U, 1 A ] $Ji*, for any number of terms. 
ADDENDUM 
This is the paper referred to in the footnote on p. 666 of [12]. 
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